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TH E USE OF P H IL O SO P H Y  

By Edward F. A llen

Introduction

In this paper it will be my effort to indicate something of the 
nature of philosophy, not upon the basis of a formal definition, 
but upon the basis of four properties of philosophy, and by dis
cussing these four properties I shall try to indicate at the same 
time the use that philosophy has for the individual.

Philosophy can be identified by regarding its problems as hav
ing four characteristics as follows:

1) Its problems are concerned with the whole universe.
2) Its problems are always present in every age, i.e. they are 

perennial.
3) Its problems depend for their solution upon human reason.
4) Its problems relate themselves with man in a most personal 

manner.

These properties are united in man and are therefore not in
dependent. Nevertheless, it is convenient to draw attention to 
them separately.

1. T he Problems of P hilosophy are Concerned w ith  
the W hole U niverse

By a consideration of this we can separate philosophy in our 
thoughts from all other sciences and intellectual disciplines. W e 
can do this, because by definition, each of the sciences and dis
ciplines limits itself. Consider for example what is meant by 
mathematics, or history, or law. The problems of the separate 
sciences can be regarded in an isolated manner; little universes 
of discourse are set up in which the laws of consistency and neces
sity are to operate. Yet in philosophy each conclusion must be 
related to the universe as a whole.

If the physicist is challenged by the mathematician in his use 
of a certain mathematical result because he has not proved that 
result, he may answer the mathematician: “ That is your task, and 
I care little if you do it or not because I find that the result checks 
with experiment, and that is good enough for me; and I am 
really not concerned very much with the mathematical foundations
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of the theorem.” And so it is in so many other specialized fields. 
The concern of one specialist is in no way the concern of the 
other. But with philosophers— that is with the great philoso
phers, those philosophers whom we might call the primary phi
losophers— they are interested in all things of the world in which 
they find themselves. They are interested in the mineral king
dom, but not as the geologist; in the animal kingdom, but not 
as the biologist; in man, but not as the psychologist— but rather 
they are interested in man as man. They are interested in those 
things which are peculiar to man— love, wisdom, truth, intelli
gence. They are interested in man’s relation to the physical 
world in which he lives, in his dependence upon the animal king
dom and the mineral kingdom. And they are also interested in 
what is beyond these in time— how they were made in the past, 
how they will be destroyed or regenerated in the future. They 
are interested in what is beyond these within creation itself now. 
Is it that the mineral and animal kingdoms constitute the uni
verse? Or is there another world beyond these? Is there a 
cosmological meaning to the terms natural and spiritual? For 
the philosopher, the answer to one of these questions is related 
to the answer to the other questions.

The question has been asked, “ Is not ‘connected wholeness’ 
common to all philosophies?”  Perhaps it is, I don’t know. But 
I do know that it seems to mean different things to different peo
ple. I give you two examples of efforts to establish “ connected 
wholeness” which is not the “ connected wholeness” we in the 
New Church know.

The first is the list-making technique of Bacon. This leads to 
encyclopedic classifications whose ultimate purpose is to show 
relatedness through some schema or outline. Fortunately in our 
age there is not enough time for such things, although a recent 
effort under Mortimer Adler would seem to be a modern revival 
of it, using mass production methods applied to intellectual meth
ods. One last explosive try along this line is due whenever 
modern electronic calculating machines become developed to the 
point where they can gulp down with great facility other gram
matical forms than those required for mere mathematical calcu
lations. The second effort, which I regard as a spurious one, to 
establish “ connected wholeness” is that taken over from the spe
cialization technique in science wherein one sets up a definition
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of the study and excludes everything else from its area. This 
process of establishing connected wholeness by the principle of 
exclusion is illustrated in one of the off shoots of the Vienna circle 
whose philosophical objective is the “ unity of science.”  This is 
to be achieved through language. Briefly their philosophy would 
seem to be limited to the science of a language invented to perform 
this objective. Thus philosophy is reduced to a study of “ se
mantics.”

For Swedenborg the importance of the connected wholeness 
of things is manifest in everything he wrote. At the very be
ginning of his philosophical period— the knowledges gained from 
the sciences of the most ultimate things of nature were for him the 
substratum of further searchings. The mineral kingdom became 
the material basis for sustaining the animal kingdom. This con
nected wholeness of physical creation is what joins together his 
Principia, Animal Kingdom, the work on the Brain, and the 
Rational Psychology.

Swedenborg’s works in their entirety demonstrate the carrying 
out of a task he set for himself and explicitly referred to in so 
many places. For example in Part I of the Economy:

A ll things in succeeding each other follow one another in order, and 
whereas in the whole circle of things, from first to last, there is not a 
single one which is altogether unconnected or detached from the rest (n. 
579).

and again:

For to the production of all the variety that exists in the universe, it is 
requisite that there be distinct series, viz., one within another, one in juxta
position with another, and one for the sake of another; yet all wonderfully 
connected with each other, and all having reference to the first series of 
the universe, (ibid., n. 630).

“ Connected Wholeness” in the New Church is something more 
than just “ integration” or “ synthesis.”  It is the belief in the ex
istence of both a natural and a spiritual world connected by cor
respondences and whose entire cosmology is related through the 
doctrine of continuous and discrete degrees. Moreover, the peo
ple who live in these worlds are possessed of minds which are 
capable of being brought into the order of this created universe.

We pass over now to a consideration of the next property of 
philosophy, namely:
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2 T he Problems of P hilosophy are Perennial

Because of the emphasis that has been brought to bear upon 
the unsolved problems of philosophy, it is quite possible that the 
continuing demand for their solution over the ages has given the 
non-student of philosophy an improper view of the nature and use 
of philosophy. Even many serious scholars have been affected 
by the apparent futility of the discussions that have surrounded 
philosophical questions. In more serious cases this futility has 
become formalized into agnosticism; with those affected more 
easily by the superficial, it has taken the more harmless form of 
a general cynicism against thinkers.

On the other hand, to some it has seemed, from historical stud
ies of philosophy, that considerable difficulty is found in trying 
to attach to the term “ philosophy” a fixed meaning because of 
the great variety of its applications throughout history. The 
difficulty of establishing any fixed relation between philosophy 
and the other disciplines does not altogether lie with philosophy, 
for the problem is further complicated by the changes brought 
about in the separate sciences themselves. In modern times, in 
an effort to make it understandable and to bring it within the 
powers of the individual to understand and to investigate, science 
has been divided and redivided into a great multitude of highly 
specialized disciplines. Thus we might easily ask the question, 
what if anything would be the meaning of such a relation of phi
losophy to the sciences?

Very significantly Windelband says in his History of Philoso
phy: “ The oldest philosophy knew no division at all.”  The 
“ oldest philosophy”  referred to here is of course the oldest phi
losophy known to moderns. This philosophy is that known phi
losophy which is nearest in time to the Most Ancient Church. 
An interesting subject would therefore be to expand upon this 
statement in the light of what the New Church knows of the Most 
Ancient Church.

But for our purpose we will note merely that the varieties of 
philosophy had a common origin in a single science. W e may 
therefore call philosophy that subject which endeavors to solve the 
problems of that science. And most certainly that science was 
not the science we know today. It was not a  utilitarian science, 
one that had for its practical ends engineering either physical or
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human, but rather it was a personal science. And as we in the 
New Church know, it referred itself more directly to God than 
any science possessed by man on this earth since.

This discussion of the nature of that most ancient of sciences 
I leave to others, but as I say, its bearing here is evident in the 
recognition by a leading historian of philosophy, that originally 
there was no division in philosophy. It made a unity with itself 
that was natural and complete.

If then there is any real meaning to the term philosophy re
garded in this manner, it is that it deals with the problems which 
have persisted under philosophy. Some have come and gone or 
have become attached to other sciences, but those which remained 
have been considered as what is proper to philosophy.

It is expected that the Catholic philosopher would as much as 
anybody be aware of the eternal nature of the problems of phi
losophy. And this belief is justified when we read Maritain:

Philosophers were once called wise men. It was Pythagoras who first 
invented the term philosophy . . . observing that wisdom belongs in the 
strict sense to God alone, and for that reason not wishing to be called a 
wise man, but simply a friend or lover of wisdom. His modesty was itself 
a mark of great wisdom, for the sublimity and difficulty of the highest 
truths, and the weakness of our nature “ in so many respects enslaved,” 
forbid man to acquire “a property right in wisdom” such that he can employ 
it in entire freedom. A s a result of the many necessities to which he is 
subject, he holds it only by an insecure title, so that he may be termed 
not wise, but far more truly a beggar at wisdom’s door. Nevertheless, 
philosophy is nothing other than wisdom itself so far as it is accessible 
to human nature ( A n  Introduction to Philosophy, p. 17).

What could be more everlasting than the wisdom which be
longs to God alone? Thus, according to Maritain’s philosophy, 
there is existence of an absolute toward which man strives but 
always within the limitations of human nature. And while man’s 
methods may change, the objective is in every age the same.

We pass now to our third section.

3. T he Problems of P hilosophy D epend upon R eason

It says in the Arcana Coelestia:
W ith every man who is being regenerated there are two rationals, one 

before regeneration, the other after regeneration. The first, which is be
fore regeneration, is procured through the experience of the senses, by 
reflections upon things of civic life and of moral life, and by means of 
the sciences and the reasonings derived from them and by means of them,
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also by means of the knowledges of spiritual things from the doctrine of 
faith or from the W ord. But these go no further at that time than a 
little above the ideas of the corporeal memory, which comparatively are 
quite material (n. 26572) .

A  question arises here as to whether there is really anything 
of significance left for the natural rational to be.

Now there are two points of view that one can follow. The 
first is the easier one. It takes advantage of all that is taught 
in the Writings, which compares what man does with what the 
Lord does in such a manner as to leave man doing nothing. It 
would seem that the conclusion to this would be that man should 
in fact do nothing because the Lord takes care of all. The second 
view sees in such a number as the above, the teaching that before 
regeneration all man has is the natural rational. But as we read 
further we are taught that the affections of the genuine rational

. . . are implanted by the Lord in a wonderful manner in the truths of 
the former rational; and those things in it which are in agreement and 
which favor, are thus vivified; but the rest are separated from it as of no 
use (n. 26573).

When we are discussing philosophical problems and reason, 
it is this “ former rational” that we are concerned with. W e are 
within the area of the “ as-of-itself.”  W e are dealing with those 
activities which indeed without gifts from the Lord would not 
be, but which in fact are given by the Lord to us and belong to us.

In the Rational Psychology, Swedenborg places this reason 
that we are talking about between what he there calls the pure 
intellect and the imagination, the imagination being on the plane 
nearest in the mind to the senses. He says:

Thought is mediate, as it were, between the pure intellect and the imagi
nation, drawing its essence in a way from both (1950 ed., n. 123).

That the relation between the Lord and man given from the 
Arcana was already understood by Swedenborg at the time he 
wrote the Rational Psychology is seen by the following:

W e  think that thought is supreme and is a potency proper to the soul itself. 
But above our thought, which never exists except as impure and mixed, 
is a purer thought; and above this, is spiritual intelligence itself; while 
above this, is a wisdom which is Divine and not human; for intelligence 
derives its wisdom from the Divine Spirit alone, and thus from God. 
(Rat. Psych., 1950 ed., n. 127).
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Although we must become increasingly aware of what is done 
for us by the Lord, yet we are also impressed with the tremendous 
importance of our responsibility in the task of developing the 
natural rational. It is the thought which takes place in this ra
tional that concerns us here. It is next below the pure intellect, 
concerning which Swedenborg says:
Without the influx of such an intellect, there can be no thought and con
sequently no speech, (ibid., n. 129).

And concerning the orientation of this thought in the series it 
says:
(That) intellect which is instructed and perfected, is next below this purer 
intellect. It is called human reason and also the rational mind, and its 
operation is thought (ibid., n. 134).

Above we said “ series.”  What is this series?
Just as the pure intellect lies between what is given more im

mediately by the Lord and the thought, so also thought itself lies 
between the pure intellect and the imagination— the imagination 
drawing as it does from the memory which is the closest function 
in our minds to the perception, that is, the sensual perception. The 
imagination is distinguished from the sensual perception in its abil
ity, for example, to “ see collectively the things the eye has seen 
successively.”  Already as we go upward in the series the physical 
world begins to disappear, and time and space become less and 
less important. Thus the definition is given:
Imagination, therefore, is the reproduced memory of things seen and heard, 
and the simultaneous beholding of them, without any further progression 
into those things which have not yet been apprehended by sensation (ibid., 
n. 141).

But thought, Swedenborg says:
does not rest in the mere reproduction of ideas of the memory or imagi
nation, or in the viewing simultaneously of objects which were presented 
to the external sight successively. It goes further. For, from these and 
other like ideas, run through and represented successively, it procures for 
itself and brings forth a new idea never before presented to the sight; 
and this by an analysis not unlike infinitesimal calculus. In this way, 
thought is perfected and becomes more sublime and pure, and ascends 
nearer to the pure intellect; and it ascends the higher, the more numerous 
the ideas which, multiplied together, are assumed as simple ideas or truths, 
and from which, arranged together analytically, is elicited a higher idea. 
Otherwise we cannot be elevated by means of speech or the use of words 
or of ideas of the imagination, to the knowledge of the pure intellectory, 
since its truths are more sublime than words, nor do they suffer them
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selves to be expressed and laid bare save by verbal forms elevated and 
multiplied together (ibid., n. 142).

Having regarded the property of “ connected wholeness”  of 
philosophy as what distinguishes it from the other intellectual 
disciplines, having also recognized that its problems are perennial 
and are not solved in any age for all time, and further having 
referred the problems of philosophy to the thought located in the 
natural rational, we have come to see its dependence upon the 
individual mind, and so we pass to the fourth property of phi
losophy :

4. Its Problems R elate T hemselves w ith  M an in a 
M ost P ersonal M anner

Perhaps a criticism of philosophy is that it has become the pos
session of thinkers. They on the one hand have taken over the 
right to set up formal processes— and this is to the bewilderment 
of the uninitiated. But thinkers are really a harmless breed. 
For the most part they are incarcerated in their own four walls, 
and seldom think of penetrating the walls of others— and if they 
do, it is not those of the average man but of other thinkers. The 
main difficulty with the monopoly of philosophy by thinkers 
would seem to be one of default by the rest of the people. And 
I do not mean just the so-called “ common man,”  whoever he may 
be. I refer to the so-called intelligentsia, the professional man, 
the scientist, the school-teacher, the one who should have the in
telligence necessary to recognize the philosophical problems proper 
to his intellectual activities. But they often say philosophy is 
not for them, not because it is denied to them by the thinkers, 
but because of the limitation which they place upon themselves 
with respect to the nature of the fundamental problems of the 
intellectual part of their activity. Thus they deny to themselves 
the part philosophy might play in their own thought.

In considering the perennial nature of the problems of philoso
phy, we are impressed on the one hand with the absolute nature 
of the truth being sought, and on the other hand with the very 
apparent evasiveness of it over the years. But this emphasis, 
carried to an extreme leaving out man as a self conscious element, 
causes us to forget that man bears a very defin ite, relation to the 
solution of problems of philosophy. To call this relation the sub
jective relation is to tag the situation by an oversimplification.
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It is very popular now among many to hang the tag of “ subjec
tivity” on anything that they would like to toss out of a serious 
disciplinary study— philosophy included. And yet the result of 
this attitude among a rather large number of modern philosophers 
is to deny to philosophy a very large segment of its proper field 
of study. An hypothesis of this paper is that the individual, the 
personal, is a very important part of philosophy, and subjectivity 
along with all its difficulties belongs very much in philosophy and 
must be considered in its every branch or division, and as such 
it becomes a part of every philosophical judgment.

To return again to Windelband, we read:
The name of philosophy, however, remained attached to those scientific 

efforts which hoped to win from the most general efforts of human knowl
edge a conviction for the direction of life, and finally culminated in the 
attempt (made by Neo-Platonism) to create such a philosophy a new re
ligion to replace the old that had been lost.

Why does Windelband use the word “ conviction” ? It is, I 
think, because he believed in the importance of the relation of 
the personal to knowledge. How can we think of conviction 
without thinking of some sort of action and reaction between 
knowledge and mind— a certain mind, the mind of a particular 
individual, your mind, or my mind? And how can we think of 
this as taking place in a manner any different from one that is 
very intimate— yes, very subjective.

W e also return to Maritain, the Catholic philosopher, and ex
tend the quotation previously given wherein he has distinguished 
between that Wisdom which is God’s alone and that striving after 
wisdom which “ is accessible to human nature.”  He says further:

It is not a wisdom supernaturally infused into our souls which man pos
sesses in virtue of a superhuman illumination. Neither is it a wisdom 
wholly spontaneous and unconscious (such as within its limits is the pru
dence of animals, and even the wisdom of simple souls), which he possesses 
in virtue of a natural instinct. It is the wisdom of man as man, which he 
acquires by the labour of his intellect, and it is for that very reason that 
his wisdom is gained with such difficulty and held so insecurely, and that 
those who seek it should be called philosophers rather than wise men (pp. 
17-18).

And so in this, which was written by a modern Catholic, we 
see something remaining even at this present day from the Most 
Ancient of philosophies. In the New Church we know that an 
understanding of what is implied here is derived through the
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development of the meaning of the words: “ Except the Lord 
build the house, they labor in vain who build it.”

The problem of course arises with every one of the Church. 
The solution for each individual involves gaining an understanding 
of the part the individual must do in order that the materials may 
be in a condition for the house to be built. This is the personal 
responsibility of every individual. And this responsibilty is not 
discharged by singing hymns. This is not a moral responsibility 
only. It is an intellectual responsibility. How intimate, how 
close this problem is to man himself, is indicated in the following 
remarks which represent an effort to give some idea of the spirit 
of philosophy in the New Church:

But a philosophy is a very personal thing: it is a way of thinking, by 
which man explains to himself his own unique experience and reconciles 
his knowledge with the inmost perceptions of his faith and conscience. A s  
such, a philosophy cannot be merely transferred from man to man (Hugo  
L j. Odhner, The Principles of the N ew  Philosophy, p. 1 [Reprint, N . P. 
July, 1941]).

It is unfortunate but true that every good thing has its opposite 
or perversion. And so it is with this demand upon the personal. 
Examples may easily be found of such perversions today. One 
of these is the conclusion of some that truth originates with man 
himself. However, there are rather large and significant groups 
among modern philosophers who deny this because they deny 
truth itself. Members of one of these groups have, in their cri
tique of the history of man’s search for truth, been influenced by 
what they see as a weakness, the apparent inability of philosophers 
to establish certainty in their conclusions. The futility of the 
philosophers in this respect has led them to deny the existence of 
truth. “ Truth is meaningless,”  they say. I have frequently 
wondered whether it is not just this denial of truth and a fear to 
attach oneself even to facts, which is responsible for the overly 
extensive and monotonous repetition of the term “ meaningful”  
(and “ meaningless” ) by the manipulators of academic and schol
arly affairs in these times. The fear to use the term “ truth” has 
already been long standing in these circles, and now even the 
most ultimate manifestation of truth in “ fact”  itself is viewed with 
considerable caution. And why? Because “ truth”  in its naive 
sense is seen by man, by the person, by the individual. It is 
therefore subjective! For the very reason that man must see it,
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it gets the tag “ subjective.” The same holds for “ fact.”  “ Fact” 
without its observation by the individual man is of no use to sci
ence. But facts change because men change the manner in .which 
they look at things— so even facts are not to be trusted. And 
this group of thinkers— and it is a very large and influential group 
within our institutions today— has almost succeeded in destroying 
knowledge itself. They would reduce intellectual activity to 
measurement techniques and consideration of resulting data by 
statistical methods.

Members of another group are the empiricists who have gone 
to the extreme of limiting what they can know to the manipula
tions which gave them data. This is known as operationalism. 
For example, the electron, rather than being regarded as an ob
ject of study, is a mere concept which stands for the operations 
performed in the Millikan oil-drop experiment. No interest can 
be attached to the idea that electrons as real objects may exist. 
To speak of electrons in themselves or of forces acting upon them 
is meaningless.

It is said that we are all children of the age in which we live. 
But perhaps it is not too much to ask of ourselves that we dis
cover the errors of that age and combat them. As for this age 
in which I find myself, I believe that one of its most serious errors 
is the attack which has been made against the individual, the per
sonal, on every hand. In so far as the external physical comforts 
are concerned, this is not the case, because these comforts are 
being distributed in a fashion never before known in the recorded 
history of man. But the emphasis is upon uniform benefits, and 
to carry this over to man as an intellectual being, to the individ
ual, to the man-as-man, is to apply democracy in a manner never 
imagined until very recent times. The thing that characterizes 
man-as-man is his distinctiveness. This distinctiveness separating 
man from man is analogous to the great variety of distinct uses 
manifested by the parts of the human body.

If there is one error which this age commits, it seems to me it 
is this demotion of the dignity of the individual. The demands 
of a true philosophy can act as one of the sources of strength to 
combat this error. I sometimes think an overemphasis on the 
evils of “ self-intelligence”  within the New Church itself is a symp
tom of this age. The necessity of large group efforts even in in
tellectual pursuits as in the case of the conduct of scientific ex
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periments contributes to this. The sheer magnitude of demands 
upon mass-effort to preserve health, national safety, international 
economy, serve to demote the individual dignity. Many of these 
things are necessary, and we are born into circumstances wherein 
these large situations are already beyond our personal control—  
nor do we in many cases care to do anything but cooperate in the 
pursuit of their objectives. But because of the great influence 
upon us of all these things, we are tempted to succumb meekly 
when it is not necessary to do so. Every institution was initially 
established to perform a use— a use which benefited from the 
contribution of individuals. And yet try to name the institutions 
today that do not from time to time if not all the time submerge 
individuals under a system. I think they are very few in number. 
I need not expand upon a communism and fascism to illustrate 
further. But I think it important enough to observe that 
wherever God rules, man-as-man exists, as an individual, in free
dom, and with dignity. But whenever man takes the place of 
God, then individuals as individuals cease to exist, they lose their 
freedom, and dignity becomes unknown. As to the signs of the 
times, we can also descend to the ridiculous and note that even 
the poor printer’s devil has been brought into the picture. He 
has been ordered to melt down the contents of the upper cases—  
for from now on man’s name— his proper name— is going to be 
spelled with small letters only.

W e are not going to undo all this with philosophy. Nor is 
philosophy by any means the only source of our powers. But to 
philosophy we look for some of these powers, because of its de
mand upon the personal, upon the individual, and because phi
losophy depends upon reason, and this in turn has its seat in the 
thought which is man’s own. Man’s contact with the Lord 
through Revelation and regeneration can never be replaced by 
other means. But man’s contact with man is on the plane of 
philosophy. And if, as was said elsewhere, philosophy is the 
language of thought, and if language is to convey more than mere 
description of events, more than expressions of emotion, yes even 
more than just language itself, language must express thought. 
And this thought is the thought of the individual.

But in addition to all this, there still remains the need to de
velop that which is man’s very own, that which cannot be trans
ferred from man to man; that which distinguishes him from ani
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mal, from the herd, the mob; that which causes him to rise above 
a uniformity of culture into which he is continually being molded 
by the compelling instruments of uniformity: systems, govern
ments, and wireless communication both audio and visual. In 
times past, the means by which these distinguishing possessions 
have come to him has been known by various terms. This means 
has been known as reflection; it has been known as meditation; 
it has been known as contemplation. How many today know 
what these words mean?

Conclusion

Before leaving our topic, it will be well to tie down the gen
eralities by citing a few philosophical problems, some of which 
every thoughtful person must face at some time. Many people 
have to face these problems without realizing their philosophical 
foundations, and thus sacrificing the benefits of what has already 
been done. But it seems to me that a use of philosophy is in the 
self-conscious application of the thought to such problems as are 
in the following list, just written down as they came into my head 
with no concern for their relative importance.

1) Every thoughtful person must at some time face a self- 
conscious questioning of “ What is truth?”

2) Every person who thinks of moral questions must at some 
time try to distinguish between morals which seem dated by the 
habits and customs of good people from good which is eternal.

3) Every person who must be informed in any way in the 
knowledges proper to his use must ask himself at some time, what 
is the source of this knowledge, or how do I know what I know?

4) Every person who prides himself on his analytical ability 
must at some time examine the hypotheses upon which his analy
sis is constructed.

5) Every person whose occupation has ethics associated with it, 
must at some time be faced with the question of the origin and 
foundation of these ethics.

6) Every person who must deal with other persons must at 
some time be conscious of the formal character of his ideas, as ex
pressed in words, and of the means of transmitting such over to 
another person, with the hope that, in their new home in the new 
mind, these words will be filled with a content similar to that in his 
mind.
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The next five examples are directed toward science.
The scientist must face philosophical decisions at every turn. 

The scientist who thinks this is not so, who would relegate meta
physics to the tombs of ages past, is the one who has simply failed 
to consider the origin of the fundamentals of his science.

7) If a scientist accepts both religion and science but maintains 
they are two unconnected areas, then that scientist is a dualist 
with all the unsolved problems of the philosopher Descartes. 
With this difference: He is completely ignorant of that fact, which 
Descartes over two hundred years ago was not.

8) It is strange that many who will hold themselves opposed 
to a religion based upon a faith in the existence of God because 
it is a faith, nevertheless are inadequate enough as philosophers 
to accept the faith of that religion which preaches that there is 
no God.

9) People who pride themselves in their logical thinking do not 
always know that logic itself is empty, and every time a symbol 
of logic is given content, a philosophical judgment is made.

10) But this last does not hold with all, for there are some 
who would take judgment itself out of epistemology and place it 
in psychology, where I can only presume it will become a by
product of the doctrine of reflexes.

11) A  new religion has grabbed hold of physicists today. It 
is known as operationalism, and under its influence the idea of 
“ real existence” of the “ particles”  of physics, and “ force,”  have 
gone the way of other metaphysical terms such as “ cause and 
effect,”  “ being,”  “ the why,”  “ the ought,”  and so forth.

And to round out our number to an even dozen, let me refer to 
one other philosophical problem so close to us here in this room :

12) This is the philosophy of higher education. That part 
of the New Church represented by the Academy has now for many 
years been working on a philosophy of education involving what 
is taught in the Writings concerning “ affection” and “ remains.”  
The emphasis has been on elementary education, that is, education 
up to the opening of the rational at roughly the age of twenty. 
It would seem that as of the moment the development of a phi
losophy of education which includes the more advanced ages is 
wide open.

The above is just a sample of the sort of questions a person 
can ask himself which are philosophical. The process of answer
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ing them must impress the individual with the relation of the 
answer to other things— all other things coming within the ken 
of the individual. A  simple inconsistency will surely give cause 
for some concern. This I think to be the safeguard against the 
charge of relativism that might be leveled against the emphasis 
upon the personal given in this paper. If one is in the least his
torically minded, he must be impressed with the great similarity 
of the problems he is called upon to solve with those which made 
their demands upon others in other ages. And so he is faced 
with their perennial nature. Yet, the solutions by others are not 
his solution. His solution must satisfy anew his own personal 
nature. The individual will be impressed by the demands by 
these problems upon the self-conscious application of his own 
thought. He must put them to himself. However much he uses 
knowledge gained from others and from the senses, there never
theless comes a moment when his own personal judgment must 
take over. And, finally, at this moment the individual must surely 
realize that he is then raising himself above all other elements 
in the created world about him and asserting his God-given right 
to make use of the functions of “ the as-of-itself.”

LILLIA N  GRACE BEEK M AN  

By A lfred A cton

Lillian Beekman was born at Monticello, Minnesota, on August 
31, 1859. She was of pure Dutch ancestry from the Beekman 
family, “ whose name,” as she wrote in later years, “ is written 
all over New York City,”  1 and one of her direct ancestors had 
been granted a coat of arms by James II of England.2

She was a precocious child, and very early gave indications of 
those traits which were displayed in her later years. After she 
had joined the Roman Catholic Church, she speaks of Thomas 
a Kempe’s work as “ the beloved book which I first grappled to

1 III, Nov. 27, 1943. [The Roman numerals indicate the recipients of 
Miss Beekman’s letters: I =  Bishop W . F. Pendleton, II =  Mrs. W . F. 
Pendleton, III =  Rev. Alfred Acton, I V  =  M rs. Alfred Acton, V  =  Miss 
Alice Grant, V I  =  Rev. N . D . Pendleton.]

2 II, Jan. 3, 1913.
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